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First of all know what Photo Montage technique is? And what are the steps involved in development
of a remarkable design of photo montage. Photo montage is a technique through which a complete
photo is created with association of several photograph snap shots in a designer format. In Photo
Montage images are taken from different sources and they are combined in a manner to generate
an attractive form of miniature album. A photo montage may be community of several photos in a
single frame or it may be a photo and a painting, either can be regarded as photo montage. Photo
montage is special type of artwork that can be used as the objects hang on the walls of house.

A special type of technique is used for development of photo montages, so as to create a magical
wall art for house decoration. Photo montage is quite popular form of photo framing and it has gain
much more exposure because of the latest technique and software used to design them. Now we
will talk about the technique of photo montages development; it is really a nice idea to preserve
memories for a long time. Following are the instruction which should be followed by art lovers for
development of an awesome piece of wall art:

Selection of most excellent images

Firstly select most special images which can be used in development of photo montage, the choice
should be according to pattern which is in your mind which can be used to hang on walls. Pictures
can be selected randomly or they may be of a single person of family. Take pictures of your mother
or daughter and conjugate them to generate a master piece.

Choose method of creating photo montage

Basically two types of option we have for Photo Montages creation, one is traditional model which
can be used to hang on walls simply, and additionally modern technique is used now days with use
of software for combining several photos in a single print on computer. There are different kinds of
softwareâ€™s we have for such photos editing but most preferable one is Photoshop. With Photoshop
we can crop pictures in desirable shape and size.

Printing method and selection of Frame

After editing the photos arrange them in a single outline to generate a print. Printing method can be
of your choice, always use A4 size for photo montage as it will look much better in large format.
Select a designer frame for wall art and use superior quality printer for prints. After developing the
print, start to frame that photo montage by traditional framing method, use a glass cover at the
surface of frame to avoid misplacing of photo in frame.
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Create a photo montage by following these instructions or develop a unique idea by yourself, it can
be a method of your choice to fill the empty walls. You can also use a Floral Canvas Prints for home
decoration with photo montage as it will generate a magical appeal in eyes of people.
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